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1 CCF omponents

Name of CCF VALDATE EVALDATE Bloks hanged XSCS ag

RGS1 TEMPLATEBCKGND 0001 2000-01-01T00:00:00 { { NO

RGS2 TEMPLATEBCKGND 0001 2000-01-01T00:00:00 { { NO

2 Changes

This is the �rst release of the RGS bakground spetra templates CCFs. These alibration �les

ontain eah 16 extensions for �rst and 16 extensions for seond order bakground spetra. They

orrespond to the �rst and seond order spetra derived from RGS blank �elds within eah of the

16 de�ned levels of bakground. The levels are measured by the ount rate in a de�ned o�set region

of CCD 9. The whole method is explained in XMM-SOC-CAL-TN-0058 by Rosario Gonz�alez, who

developed this alternative for RGS bakground derivation.

3 Sienti� Impat of this Update

The use of the bakground spetra templates is an alternative to the onventional analysis, in

whih the bakground is derived from the o�set region in the spatial image. This new method of

determining the bakground is espeially important for analysing:

� extended objets leaving less or no bakground regions in the RGS spatial image,

� weak soures, by whih an improvement of the signal to noise ratio ould be essential.
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4 Estimated Sienti� Quality

With the exeption of pathologial ases (less than a few perent) the establishment of the overall

bakground spetrum in an observation using the bakground spetra templates (as done by the

SAS task "rgsbkgmodel") works very well, onstituting a valid alternative for ANY observation, and

the ONLY one for largely extended soures. A very good reprodution of the bakground obtained

with the onventional analysis ould be ahieved in all the ontrol ases tested so far, using di�erent

types of objets with di�erent levels of bakground.

5 Expeted Updates

The derivation of the bakground spetra was performed using all the data available from the �rst

700 XMM-Newton orbits. No signi�ant updates an be therefore expeted before several years.

6 Test proedures

General heks:

� use FV (or another �ts viewer) for �le inspetion. It should ontain 32 binary extensions

� use the SAS task ifbuild to see if the CAL digests and reates orretly the alibration index

�le.

7 Summary of the test results

Initial quality hek:

Tests were run on a. 1500 observations, omparing the results obtained using the new SAS task

rgsbkgmodel (whih uses this set of CCFs) versus the results obtained with the prototyped IDL

proedures. The results were idential, within the rounding auraies.

A full desription of the method and results obtained, also using even these CCF �les with the

new SAS task rgsbkgmodel (to be released with SAS 6.1) is given in the Calibration Tehnial Note

XMM-SOC-CAL-TN-0058 "Templates for the RGS Bakground" [1℄.

General heks:

The �ts viewer fv was used to inspet the two CCF �les, wrt their struture and validity dates.

Everything OK.
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The SAS task ifbuild was run suesfully in order to hek the ingestion of the �les into the

alibration index �le.
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